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Mixing sequences for total through-bond correlation spectros-
copy in solids (TOBSY) were developed. The motivation is the
design of broadband, effective, and robust sequences adapted for
“fast” MAS. Possible sequences with the desired Hamiltonian (the
homonuclear isotropic J interaction) were identified using lowest
order average Hamiltonian theory. Numerical simulations as a
function of the MAS frequency were then employed to further
characterize the performance. An experimental TOBSY spectrum
of a uniformly 13C-labeled decapeptide at 20 kHz MAS was ob-
tained using one of the new sequences. The spectrum allows us to
assign the 13C resonances to the respective spin systems. © 2001

cademic Press

Key Words: fast MAS; scalar coupling; total correlation spec-
troscopy; TOBSY; antamanide.

1. INTRODUCTION

Total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) (1) is a two-dimen
sional correlation experiment that leads to cross peaks be
all resonance lines of a coupled spin system and is a usefu
for assignment. In the case of overlapping lines, the spe
resolution can be drastically enhanced compared to the
dimensional spectrum. TOCSY is particularly useful in p
tides and proteins where, to good approximation, each re
is described by an independent spin system (2). TOCSY was
first and is still frequently applied to solutions. There
coupling interaction is the scalarJ coupling. In solids, eithe
he scalar or the dipolar coupling may be used. To disting
etween the two TOCSY transfer mechanisms in solids

erms TOBSY (total through-bond correlation spectrosc
nd TOSSY (total through-space correlation spectrosc
hall be used (3, 4). The J coupling and the dipolar couplin
efine, in general, different spin-systems topologies and le
omplementary information. This was, for example, explo
or phosphorus spectroscopy in SiP2O7 (5), where the use o
theJ coupling partitions the spin system into a sum of two-
ystems (the two31P spins in a pyrophosphate unit). The us

the dipolar coupling leads to an extended spin system13C
initial-rate TOSSY and TOBSY experiments on peptides

1 Presented, in part, at the 41st ENC, Pacific Grove, CA.
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proteins usually lead to similar spectra because the effe
spin systems defined by the two interactions are similar.

Conceptionally, the use of theJ coupling is simpler and
as the advantage that the polarization transfer is mediat
n isotropic Hamiltonian. Therefore, the transfer is inde
ent of the crystallite orientation. The dipolar interaction
ontrast, is modulated by the MAS rotation and is, to low
rder, averaged to zero. Recoupling experiments have
eveloped to reintroduce a secular dipolar interaction into
AS Hamiltonian (e.g., rotational resonance (6–8), C7 (9),
OST-C7 (10), CMR7 (11), RIL (12, 13), DREAM (14)). The

ecoupled dipolar interaction depends on the crystallite o
ation.

Despite the advantages mentioned and the fact tha
effective” spin system is smaller and more well-defined
OBSY experiments, these experiments are not yet w
pread. An important reason for this is that TOBSY exp
ents are technically more demanding than dipolar recou
ecause of the relatively small magnitude of theJ interaction
or a pair of directly bound13C, it is typically 50 Hz, compare

to about 2 kHz for the dipolar coupling. The dipolar interac
and the anisotropic and isotropic chemical-shift differen
must be efficiently suppressed for the smallJ couplings to
become efficient for polarization transfer. Particular care m
be taken to avoid accidental recoupling of anisotropic inte
tions by the multiple-pulse sequences applied to suppres
isotropic chemical-shift difference terms. In the presenc
molecular motion, the TOBSY experiments may be more
ceptible to relaxation than TOSSY experiments due to
longer mixing times required. Experiments using theJ cou-

ling in the context of INADEQUATE experiments have a
een described (15–17).
The TOBSY experiment of Refs. (3, 4) was designed for us
ith relatively slow MAS frequencies up to about 5 kHz
mploys a mixing sequence of 8 (or 4) modified WALT
18) compositep pulses per rotor cycle (3, 4). The (carbon) R

field strength is 24 times higher than the sample rota
frequency. If only 4 cycles are applied the RF amplitud
lower by a factor of 2, but partial recoupling of the chemi
shift anisotropy occurs.

Often it is desirable to apply considerably higher M
1090-7807/01 $35.00
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frequencies, in particular in high magnetic fields. In this c
tributions we proposed modified TOBSY mixing schem
adapted to MAS frequencies up to 50 kHz. Possible (ro
synchronized) sequences are identified using lowest orde
erage Hamiltonian theory (19, 20). Most sequences conside

se supercycles employing the principle ofz rotations
(9, 10, 21–23). The desired lowest order average Hamilton
consists of theJ interaction only:

*J 5 O
i,j

2pJij I iI j. [1]

The pulse sequences that yield, to zeroth order, the co
Hamiltonian are further characterized by numerical simula
in the framework of the GAMMA simulation environme
(24). The performance of the best sequence found is confi
experimentally.

Experiments along the same lines are currently develop
Titman and co-workers (25).

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

For infinitely fast MAS the relevant Hamiltonian of a13C
spin system approaches the isotropic-phase Hamiltonian
contains the isotropic chemical shifts and theJ interaction

nly. We tacitly assume that proton spins, if present, ca
ecoupled perfectly. To obtain TOCSY transfer the chem
hift contribution must be suppressed (1). To do so, composite
ulse sequences, e.g., WALTZ-16 (18) or DIPSI (26), which
re broad banded enough to cover the entire spectral ran
uclei like 13C or 15N, are applied.
Practically obtainable MAS frequencies, however, are c

parable to the frequencies contained in the multiple-puls
quence and to the size of the anisotropic interactions w
now influence the performance of the pulse sequence. In
ticular, there is a potential for recoupling of the anisotro
interactions.

An elegant framework to predict the appearance of pote
recoupling conditions has been developed by Levitt, Nie
and co-workers (9, 10, 21–23) using average Hamiltonian th
ory (19, 20). It applies to the particular case of basic pu
sequences using composite pulses with phasef andf 1 p and
an overall flip angle of an integer multiple of 2p (in Ref. (23),
equences using a flip angle ofp are also discussed). IfN basic

multiple-pulse units (denoted as C elements) are applied d
n rotor cycles and the phasef of the C elements is increment
n a supercycle byn2p/N, wheren is an integer which cha
acterizes the pulse sequence, the potential recoupling c
tions appear to lowest order as

mn2 mn 5 kN. [2]

m andm designate the spherical tensor components of the
nd spin space partsAlm and T̃lm of the Hamiltonian, respe-
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tively, andk is an integer. Such a sequence is denoted byNn

(22). Similar considerations hold for another class of p
equences (23). For the homonuclear scalar coupling the o
onzero elements areA00 5 2 =3 2pJ and T̃00 5 2(1/

=3)I i I j . The tilde points out that the spin part of the Ham-
tonian is—as usual in average Hamiltonian theory—desc
in an interaction frame with respect to the RF irradiation.

The TOBSY mixing schemes discussed earlier (3, 4) can be
described using this formalism as C21

0 and C41
0 if two

WALTZ-8 compositep pulses are combined to form one
element. To denote a specific multiple-pulse unit the ge
symbol C will be replaced by an abbreviation, in this c
RR21

0 and RR41
0. As already pointed out in Ref. (3) RR21

0 leads
to a recoupling of the CSA interaction (Eq. [2] is fulfilled
m 5 2, n 5 1, m 5 0, 1, n 5 0, N 5 2, andk 5 1).

For CNn
n experiments, the RF amplitude to MAS freque

ratio is given by

v1/v r 5 ~N/n!~tC/t1!. [3]

tC/t1 is the ratio of the length of the specific C element to
duration of a 2p pulse. For RR41

0 Eq. [3] yields a ratio of 24
For higher MAS frequencies the cycle time of the C elem

tC must be shortened or the ratioN/n must be decreased
avoid high RF power. One is tempted to associate shorter
times with inferior offset suppression. However, it must
realized thattC refers to the cycle time of a single C eleme
Thez rotations applied in the supercycle will also reject ch
ical-shift differences, even to higher order, if the C eleme
properly selected (10).

In addition to the RR element mentioned above (tC/t1 5 6),
and the related sequence RR# with the same length, we inve
tigated the shorter elements (90f 360f1p 270f) (the POST
element (10) which we abbreviate P) and (360f 360f1p). Fur-
her possibilities, not investigated here, would be two WAL
-R or WALTZ-16-R elements (18).
We consider sequences withoutz rotation supercycles (n 5

) and withz rotations (n . 0). Sequences of the first class w
verall flip anglesj z 2p, j . 0 profit from an effective spi

lock. Sequences of the second class exploit the benefitz
rotations to remove unwanted terms from the Hamilto
according to the spin-space symmetry of the interaction (m 5
1, 2).

For sequences withz rotations andn 5 1 a minimum ofN 5
9 C elements is required to avoid the equality [2]. This lead
C93

1, C96
1, C912

1 , C915
1 , C921

1 , C924
1 , etc. (all C9p963

1 , p integer)
Sequences with more RF cycles (e.g., C107

1, C1013
1 ) or with

igher values forn (e.g., C95
3, C157

3) are also possible. F
these sequences Eq. [2] can only be fulfilled form 5 m 5 0
as desired for selection of the scalarJ interaction. The onl
undesired but symmetry allowed terms are the chemical
tensorsT̃10 with the spatial partsA00 or A20 and the dipolar term
T̃20 with A20. They vanish due to the properties of the
element and MAS, respectively.
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The sequences listed above can also be used withz
rotations. However, more sequences exist forn 5 0, e.g., C31

0,
C41

0, C37
0, C47

0, C49
0, C59

0, C68
0, C79

0. All of these sequence
avoid the fulfillment of Eq. [2] except form 5 0. Again, the
remaining symmetry-allowed terms, except for theJ coupling,
are averaged by magic-angle spinning and by the spin-
rotations of the C element.

All of the sequences mentioned lead, in zeroth-order av
Hamiltonian theory, to the same Hamiltonian (pureJ coupling).

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The Hamiltonian for all sequences discussed is equ
lowest order, but the exact Hamiltonian will be different
to terms not taken into account in lowest order. To as
their magnitude for typical parameters of a13C or 15N spin
system, we have performed numerical simulations in
framework of GAMMA (24). As a model, a coupled tw
spin system with all interactions mentioned was used.
ure 1A shows a simulation of the transfer efficiency a
function of RF amplitude and MAS frequency. Each
quence is characterized by a straight line. The tran
efficiency is encoded in the size of the marker. Spin-sys
parameters used are given in the figure legend. The val
the first (and usually highest) maximum of the individ

FIG. 1. Simulation of the transfer efficiency for some TOBSY seque
circles that represents the data points is proportional to the maximum tr
100% are shown as filled circles, data points between 34 and 66% as o
individual transfer curves are shown in B. The model system represents1

onstant was set to 2 kHz, the principal axis being perpendicular to the p
Hz and asymmetries of 0.1 and 0.05 were used. The scalar coupling c
or one cycle was calculated in the framework of GAMMA (24) using a piec
ver 200 crystal orientations (31) were taken. For sequences usingz rotation
otations are simulated with initial magnetization on one spin aligned to
t
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buildup curves (see the two examples in Fig. 1B) is sho
For all sequences which give a transfer of more than
the polarization-transfer curves show a damped oscilla
behavior (similar to Fig. 1B) with a frequency close to
J coupling constant. Pulse sequences with “poor” pe
mance are omitted from Fig. 1A, e.g., all sequences with
simple (360f 360f1p) C element.

Most sequences with good performance usez rotations in the
supercycle. Exceptions are the “original” RR41

0 TOBSY as
well as RR47

0. The shortest supercycle, RR31
0, gave only poo

results.
All the other sequences with high transfer efficiency re

sented in Fig. 1A employz rotations, showing the benefit
this technique for TOBSY mixing sequences. For “slow” M
RR# 93

1 and RR# 96
1 with the RR# unit perform well. For highe

MAS frequencies the sequences P93
1, P96

1, P912
1 , and P924

1 show
good transfer (in contrast to P915

1 and P921
1 ).

The best pulse sequence for the MAS frequency range
about 12 kHz to about 30 kHz is P96

1. For even higher spinnin
frequencies P912

1 and P924
1 become more favorable.

To further characterize the influence of isotropic shift
ferences on P96

1 at 20 kHz MAS one spin is set on-resona
while the offset of the other spin is varied. A transfer efficie
of more than 90% is obtained for offsets up to 11 kHz. Th
considerably better than for RR41

0 at 5 kHz MAS, where th

s as a function of the RF amplitude and MAS frequency. In A, the diam
ferred magnetization. Data points that represent a transfer efficiency between 67 an
n circles, and the ones for less than 33% efficiency are not shown. Two
ospins with isotropic chemical shifts of16 and26 kHz. The dipolar couplin
cipal axis chosen for the CSA interactions. For the CSAs anisotropies o5 and 0.5
tant of 50 Hz is 40 times smaller than the dipolar coupling constant. Thor
se constant Hamiltonian. At least 500 time steps per rotor cycle and an
he simulation started withz magnetization on one spin. Sequences withoz
e direction of the RF field (spin lock).
nce
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transfer efficiency drops dramatically for offsets higher tha
kHz, although the RF amplitude in the latter is twice as h

So far, we have not considered the influence of RF inho
geneities. For P96

1 at 20 kHz MAS a transfer efficiency of mo
than 90% is observed for deviations of 3% from the nom
RF amplitude. It drops below 60% for deviations of 5
indicating that the RF inhomogeneity limits the transfer
ciency in practical cases.

Furthermore, we have simulated the TOBSY mixing
quences suggested in Ref. (23). A simple or compositep pulse
was used in order to obtain an RF amplitude to MAS frequ
ratio of 3 or close to 3. These sequences are somewha
sensitive to deviations of the RF amplitude from the nom
value. The transfer efficiency in the simulations is, howe
significantly lower than for the sequences shown in Fig.
Another sequence that was tested in simulation and exper
is P128

3. It uses onlyp/2 phase increments, which is advan-
geous for some older spectrometers. The performance,
ever, is considerably lower than that of P96

1 (at the same R
amplitude to MAS frequency ratio).

While the idealJ-coupling Hamiltonian is isotropic in sp
tial and spin coordinates, the error terms will, in genera
anisotropic. In our simulations we have observed that
quences usingz rotations perform best (in the sense of
results plotted in Fig. 1A) withz magnetization as initia

FIG. 2. Experimental buildup curve obtained for a fully13C-labeled zin
acetate powder using the TOBSY-P96

1 sequence at a MAS frequency of
Hz. All measurements were performed on a Chemagnetics CMX Infinit
pectrometer equipped with a 2.5-mm double-resonance probe. Az filter (32)

is used to prepare initialz polarization on the carboxyl carbon (I 0(tmix 5 0)).
An RF amplitude of 135 kHz was used for Lee–Goldburg (27) decoupling
during the mixing time. The amplitude, pulse duration, and angle for T
(33) decoupling during the acquisition were 126 kHz, 3.7ms, and 18°
espectively. The polarization transferred to the methyl carbon (I 1) is obtained

by integration of the methyl peak as a function of the mixing time. The
carrier frequency is centered between the two resonance frequencie
result of a simulation using an inhomogeneous RF field is shown as a soli
The field strength probability was assumed to be constant between214 and
11% of the nominal value.
5
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ondition. RR sequences withoutz rotations perform be
nder spin-lock conditions. P sequences have been fou
enefit significantly fromz rotations. In the presence ofz
otations, RR# sequences seem preferred over the RR
uences.
The simulations presented did not take into accoun

nfluence of the protons (and other heterospins). We
ssumed that those are perfectly decoupled. In fact, th
umption is not fully warranted. The remaining proton c
lings can lead to spin-diffusion cross peaks andT1r relaxation

which deteriorates the signal-to-noise ratio (TOBSY requ
relatively long mixing times). To facilitate decoupling, eit
by on-resonance or Lee–Goldburg (3, 27) irradiation on the
protons, it is beneficial to keep the (carbon) RF low becau
ratio of about 3 or higher between carbon and decoupling
is, as a rule of thumb, required for efficient decoup
(28, 29).

4. EXPERIMENTS

An experimental polarization-transfer curve obtained
fully 13C-labeled zinc acetate using P96

1 at a MAS frequency o
20 kHz is given in Fig. 2. The pulse sequence is depicte
Fig. 3. A damped oscillatory transfer with a maximum of 4
after about 9 ms is observed. This is strong evidence tha
transfer is indeed mediated by theJ coupling. Given th

0

F
The
e.

FIG. 3. Pulse scheme for TOBSY with the P96
1 mixing sequence. Tran-

verse carbon magnetization is created by APHH-CP (34). During the evolution
and detection periods TPPM (33) proton decoupling is used. Undesired tra
verse components are removed by adding signals with initial plus and mz
magnetization in the phase cycle. Lee–Goldburg (27) homonuclear proto
decoupling is applied in the mixing sequence. For the measurement
polarization-transfer curve by 1D experiments the evolution time is s
one-quarter of the inverse chemical-shift difference and an additional de
10 ms without RF irradiation is added after the first13C p/2 pulses (32).
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coupling constant of 52 Hz (from a dissolved sample),
theoretical maximum occurs after 9.6 ms. The integrals
normalized to the initial sum polarization. The decay of
sum polarization (not shown) is about 10% after 10-ms mi
time, indicating that the proton decoupling is rather effic
under our experimental conditions. The experiments were
formed using a completely filled rotor (no sample restricti
Also shown in Fig. 2 is a simulation using an inhomogene
RF field. The RF amplitude probability was assumed to
constant between214 and11% of the nominal value and ze

utside this range. The good agreement between the ove
lified model and the experiment is probably fortuitous.
The TOBSY spectrum of a uniformly13C-labeled powde

sample of the cyclic decapeptide antamanide (Val1–Pro2–Pro3–
Ala4–Phe5–Phe6–Pro7–Pro8–Phe9–Phe10) using the P96

1 mixing
equence is shown in Fig. 4 for 20 kHz MAS and a mixing t
f 7.2 ms.
The signal loss due to relaxation (by molecular motion)

ulse imperfections has been evaluated by comparing th
egrated signal intensities to the ones in an experiment wi
OBSY mixing period. For the C9 and Ca resonances, th

signal loss is less than 20%. For the aromatic carbons, i
between 30 and 40%.

An expansion of the cross-peak region between the
low-frequency groups is shown in Fig. 5. Strong cross p
are observed for all 14 one-bond couplings, namely the Ca–Cb

FIG. 4. TOBSY with the P96
1 mixing sequence of a uniformly13C-labeled

ntamanide powder sample using a mixing time of 7.2 ms. The spi
requency was set to 20 kHz and the carbon RF amplitude to 60
ecoupling parameters are given in the legend to Fig. 2. The data set c
f 1024 complex data points int 2 and 256 complex data points int 1. Sixteen
cans per increment were accumulated using the States scheme. G
roadenings of 16 and 32 Hz were applied int 2 and t 1, respectively. Fiv

contour levels between 1 and 16% of the maximum peak hight w
multiplier of 2 are plotted. The spectral regions between 70–120 and 150
ppm contain no peaks and are omitted from the plot.
e
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peaks of all 10 amino acids and the 4 proline Cg–Cd cross
peaks. Also visible are the Cb–Cd and 1 Ca–Cg proline two-
bond cross peaks. The proline Cb–Cd cross peaks can be us
to resolve the signals from the only two spin systems (o
14) that show strong overlap for the one-bond cross p
Also visible are the 2 valine Ca–Cg1 and Ca–Cg2 two-bond
cross peaks. For the alanine Ca–Cb cross peak, two signa
separated by about 80 Hz in thev2 dimension are observe
This is probably due to the presence of two antamanide
formations in the sample. In Table 1, the mean of the

g
z.
ists

sian

a
60

FIG. 5. Expansion of a cross peak region from Fig. 4 with the intrares
assignment (A5 Ala, P 5 Pro, V 5 Val, F 5 Phe). Seven contour leve
between 1 and 11% of the maximum intensity in the entire spectrum u
multiplier of 1.5 are displayed.

TABLE 1
Assignment of the 13C Resonances in Antamanide

to the Amino Acids

AA

Chemical shift/ppm

C9 Ca Cb Cg Cd

Val 171.4 54.9 28.7 16.6/20.9a

Ala 171.7b 52.0b 17.9
ProI 173.1 58.8 29.2 25.6 47.
ProII 173.4 61.2 31.5 22.3 46.
ProIII 172.4 58.7 27.5 24.4 47.
ProIV 173.7 61.0 33.1 22.9 47.
PheI 172.3 55.9 33.8 c c

PheII 172.7 49.0 37.0 c c

PheIII 172.7 54.5 37.0 c c

PheIV 172.6 57.7 35.2 c c

a Valine has two Cg.
b Mean of two shifts; see text.
c Not assigned.
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maxima in thev2 dimension (52.4 and 51.6 ppm) is given
Ca. A similar observation is made for the alanine C9–Cb cross
peaks. The value for C9 given in Table 1 is again a mean of t
maxima in thev2 dimension (172.5 and 170.9 ppm).

In the frequency range between 0 and 30 ppm, seven pa
ross peaks are found: the two valine Cb–Cg1 and Cb–Cg2

(one-bond), the valine Cg1–Cg2 (two-bond), and the four prolin
b–Cg (one-bond). The two prolines with a small chemic

shift difference between Cb and Cg have been assigned
prolines with a trans peptide-bond configuration (Pro2 and
Pro7) (30) and the ones with a larger separation to cis pro
(Pro3 and Pro8).

For an experiment with a mixing time of 3.6 ms, the tw
bond cross peaks of proline Cb–Cd, valine Ca–Cg, and the wea
proline Ca–Cg cross peaks disappear. For 14.4-ms mixing t
they are more pronounced.

The TOBSY cross peaks observed are sufficient to assi
carbon signals, except the aromatics, to the respective
systems. The assignment deduced from the TOBSY da
listed in Table 1. It should be noted that some of the chem
shifts observed deviate (up to 2.7 ppm) from the values g
in Ref. (30). We have found that the chemical shifts dep
strongly on the preparation of the sample, in particular on
water content.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Pulse sequences for total through-bond correlation spe
copy at MAS frequencies up to 50 kHz have been found
application to a decapeptide at 20 kHz MAS was demonstr
The spin systems of all 10 amino acids can be identified
the TOBSY spectrum. The decay of the sum polariza
(“effective T1r relaxation”) is so slow that the relatively lo

ixing times for transfer via the scalar coupling can be rea
ithout significant loss in the signal-to-noise ratio. In
bsence of large scale molecular motions, the TOBSY sch
iscussed should therefore also be applicable to larger pe
r to proteins.
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